
10 Ways to Turn 

Facebook Into a 

Profit Machine



Facebook has been a vital resource to 

businesses and marketers 

alike for many years now and this 

trend shows no sign of slowing down.

If you don't already have a Facebook page for

your business then I strongly recommend you fix 

this oversight as soon as possible otherwise you 

are cutting yourself off from a wonderful marketing 

resource that could bring you in hundreds of 

clients each and every month.



This guide will show you how to best 

navigate your way around advertising on 

Facebook and get better results from 

Facebook Ad's than you could ever have 

imagined!

Let’s get started!



Planning Your 

Facebook Ad 



You can use either Face book’s Ad manager 

or the Facebook Power Editor.

Power Editor is Facebook's bulk editing and 

management tool and it offers you some 

additional options that are not available on the 

main Facebook Ad Manager.



Here are the easy steps to creating your 

first ad using Facebook’s Ad Manager.



Click on Ads Manager



Click on Create Ad



Choose Your Ad Objective



Enter Website URL and Click on 

Set Audience and Budget



Define Your Target Audience



Set Your Budget



Enter Details For Ad Creative



Enter Details For Ad Creative

Make sure when setting your Ad image you 

stick to Facebook 20% text rule, this is 

where your Ad can't have more than 20% 

writing on it, you can use the Facebook 

Grid tool to make sure your ad sticks to 

this rule.





Targeting Your 

Facebook Ad



Targeting is the most vital part of your 

Facebook ad campaign, if you don't target 

the right audience then your ad is doomed 

to failure!

The first thing you will have to do when it 

comes to setting the targeting for your Ad 

is set the demographics.



You select your Ad demographics 

from the following options:

• Age 

•   Gender 

•   Languages 

•   Relationship Status 

•   Education 

•   Work 

•   Ethnic Affinity 

•   Generation 

•   Parents 

•   Politics (U.S) 

•   Life Events 

AD DEMOGRAPHICS



CUSTOM AUDIENCES (EMAIL LIST)

. This is where you target your email list 

with your ad preferably your most valuable 

list, Including those who subscribed to 

your newsletter and those who bought 

from you.



To target your email list you need to take 

an existing list you have (email list) and 

export that list from your email service 

provider then you want to upload it to 

Facebook. Then once you have done that 

Facebook checks your list against their 

database to see how many people they have 

on their database that match yours.



For this type of targeting to be effective 

then you need at least 100 matches, if you 

have a small list and you upload it and 

Facebook only finds 58 people that match, 

then it's not going to work.

Another good tip for this one is to Create 

ads that target your email subscribers who 

aren’t currently fans, this is especially 

good if you are looking to increase your 

likes.



The advantages of this type of targeting is 

that it gives you another touch point with 

your subscribers, They're getting your 

emails, but they may not open them, but 

now they get to see your ads. It's another 

way you can be in front of them.



However like all forms of targeting it has 

its disadvantages and for this one its the 

size of your list for this type of targeting to 

work you need a decent sized email list.



CUSTOM AUDIENCES (WEBSITE VISITORS)

Website Custom Audiences is a way of 

targeting that lets you create Facebook ads 

of users who have visited your website.

With WCA you can create any normal ad 

type. Your ad can be related to your 

Facebook page, a page post, offer, event or 

application.



You can run ad's targeting non-fans who visited your 

website to increase your number of relevant 

Facebook fans.

With Website Custom Audiences, you can generate 

ads that target recent visitors to your site and entice 

them to like your Facebook page, or sign up for your 

offers while your content is still fresh in their minds.



The main advantage of targeting website 

custom audiences is that you can reach 

well beyond your core fans and email 

subscribers and advertise to your website 

visitors that you would have otherwise 

missed.

The main disadvantage with website 

custom audiences is that your website 

needs to be receiving traffic.



LOOKALIKE AUDIENCES

Lookalike Audiences is where Facebook generates 

an audience of users you can target who are similar 

to your Facebook fans or one of your Custom 

Audiences.

The key with this type of targeting is that you 

aren’t guessing which brands to target. You are 

using your fans, proven customers or website 

visitors as the starting point for this lookalike 

audience list.



For a Lookalike targeting you need to 

have at least 100 fans to do a lookalike 

of your current fans. Audiences can 

optimized for similarity or greater 

reach.

Optimize for Similarity: When you optimize for 

similarity, Facebook will find the people who are most 

similar to your existing Custom Audience. The 

estimated Reach of this new audience may be 

smaller, but it will be precise.



If you choose to optimize for greater 

reach, Facebook will find more people who 

are similar to your existing Custom 

Audience but the match will be less 

precise.

The Targeting for greater reach includes 

the top 5% of users while optimizing for 

similarity includes only the top 1%.



When you optimize for greater reach, that segment 

will include the list optimized for similarity.

Though it goes without saying this this type of 

targeting is only a benefit if your Facebook fans 

are already well targeted.



Choosing the Objective 

For Your Ad



When it comes to placing your Ad on 

Facebook it is important that you have a 

clear objective and goal before you start 

your Ad campaign.

There are various different objectives you 

can have and which one you choose will be 

dependent on where you are at with your 

business and what you are hoping to 

achieve by advertising.



Any form of Advertising requires an 

objective and Facebook is no different, if 

you don't have a plan and target for your 

Ad the likely hood is that you will achieve 

very mixed results.

The bottom line is that the best Facebook 

Ad campaigns have all started out by first 

setting clear objectives and goals.



So what is an advertising objective? An 

Advertising objective is what you want 

people to do when they see your ad, i.e. the 

action you want them to take.

When it comes to advertising on Facebook 

there are various different Ad objectives 

that you can set:



1. An Ad to get Page Likes – increase 

the number of likes to your 

Facebook Page 

2. A Clicks to Website Ad - An Ad that is 

used to drive people from Facebook 

to your website 



3.  Website Conversions: An Ad that is 

aimed at getting people to take a 

particular action such as signing up to a 

list or buying a product. 

4. Page Post Engagement Ad – A 

promoted post to increase interaction 

with your page 



5. An Offer claims Ad – Used to promote 

any special offers you may have

6.  Events Ad – Used to promote your 

event to increase interest and 

attendees 



7.  App Installs – Used for encouraging 

users to install your App

8.  App Engagement – Used for 

encouraging people to engage with and 

talk about your app



Facebook 

Like Ads



Placing a Facebook Like Ad is fairly self 

explanatory as an Ad Objective.

You are placing the ad in the hope to get 

more people to visit your page and click 

the Like button therefore becoming a fan 

of your page and increasing your 

Facebook audience.



The main purpose of a Like Ad is to 

increase brand awareness for your 

business, you are not only looking to 

increase your like count, as a like for the 

sake of just increasing your number of 

likers is pointless, it is to all intents and 

purposes an empty like.



When someone adds a like to your page 

you want it to be a quality like, the overall 

objective being that this person will not 

only like your page but will at some point 

go on to be a customer.



Therefore you need to target your Ad at 

Facebook users who are will like what you 

have to offer and therefore stand a greater 

chance of becoming a customer one day.

There are various different type of Like 

Ad's you can target so lets go over those in 

more detail.



NICHE LIKE AD

This is where you target an audience that 

is based on fans of your industry or niche.

When you are targeting the niche you are 

in for likes its important to exclude your 

own pages fans, as they already like your 

page and therefore it would be a waste of 

your ad budget to include them in the 

targeting of your like ad.



LIKE AD TARGETING YOUR EMAIL LIST

This is where you target people who have 

already signed up to your email list, they 

are already fans of your products and 

services and therefore it is highly targeted 

and can bring you great results as they are 

very likely to like your page as they have 

already signed up to your list.



This is where you target people who have 

already signed up to your email list, they 

are already fans of your products and 

services and therefore it is highly targeted 

and can bring you great results as they are 

very likely to like your page as they have 

already signed up to your list.



To target your email list you need to create 

a custom audience and this can be done 

using Facebook Power Editor.

You then input your email list and 

Facebook will look for users who use that 

email address for their Facebook login 

and they will then target your Ad to them, 

it has to be an exact match however so 

don't expect a 100%



match for your list as some people will 

use a different email for their sign ups to 

the one they use for their Facebook 

account.

This really is a great choice for any of your 

advertising campaign as you are targeting 

people who are already fans and 

customers to the relationship is already 

established.



LIKE AD TARGETING VISITORS TO 

YOUR WEBSITE

Again this is a highly targeted option for you to 

consider, it targets recent visitors to your website, 

you need to install a custom audience pixel to your 

website which Facebook will provide you with, this 

is another great option for targeting people who 

have already visited your website so are familiar 

with your business name, your branding and the 

products and services that you have on offer.



Due to the fact they have recently visited 

your website you will be more likely to 

stand out when you appear on their news 

feed and therefore they will be more 

inclined to add a like to your Facebook 

Page, which in turn will allow to develop 

and grow your relationship with them 

further



LOCAL LIKE AD

This is where you target an audience based 

on their geographical proximity to your 

business, this is the perfect ad to run if 

you want to grow your brand and 

reputation in your local area.



While targeting local likes is great for your 

business, especially if its a business like a hotel, 

pub or shop that people come to visit, you still 

have to carefully consider the other targeting 

options available to ensure that you get the best 

results.



So why should you “Pay for Likes” well why 

wouldn't you? Its a wonderful way of attracting new 

fans to your page that are highly targeted and 

therefore are likely to go on to become customers.

It allows you to build your brand awareness, create 

a targeted audience for your brand that you can 

then go on and build a relationship with.



Making The Most 

Of Promoted 

Posts



The promoted post option of advertising , also 

known as “boosting your post” , its done from your 

time line posts as a way of increasing the reach of 

your post.

Most Facebook Page owners will have noticed that 

there has been a dramatic reduction in their 

organic (non paid) reach and Facebook have 

admitted that this is very deliberate and that the 

best way to reach more of your fans is by 

advertising and posting the post you wish to reach 

more people.



There used to be a time that you would post a status 

update to your timeline and it would reach the 

majority of your fans, however Facebook has 

changed and now some page are reporting that their 

updates are reaching as few as 1 -3 % of their fans 

with the average reach sitting at around the 10% 

mark.

Therefore the best way for your status updates to 

reach more fans is by hitting the boost button and 

paying for your update to reach more users.



Your post can be boosted directly underneath the 

post itself or you can use Ad manager to boost 

their post.

Its just as important to get the targeting correct 

with this type of ad as it is any of the others, and 

always double check the location. 



There are many reasons to choose to boost your 

post, it can be used to increase the number of 

likes a post has or to encourage users to 

comment or share your post.

The more interaction your fans have with your 

page the more relevant Facebook deem it to be and 

therefore the more people they will show it to.



Boosting your post lets you reach more people 

and therefore increase your brand awareness 

further, however if you are going to boost a post 

make sure its a status update worth boosting and 

once that helps get your business message and 

branding across, don't just boost any old post 

make sure you are selective about which ones you 

choose to boost.



Running A 

Website Click 

Through Ad



It's perfect for driving traffic to your website or 

landing page allowing you to drive people to 

special offer or a blog post etc. that you really 

want them to see, by adding a conversion tracking 

pixel you will be able to track just how well your Ad 

is running.

This is a really popular Ad for marketers to run, 

its all about using Facebook to drive traffic 

towards your main website i.e. your money site.



You can set up a website click through ad 

using either Ad manager or Power editor. 

You just need to choose the clicks to website 

option and enter the URL that you want to 

advertise, then you set your ad the same 

way as before.



Remember to keep your Ad objective in mind 

when you are setting your targeting as it will be 

vital to your Ad's conversion rate, you don't want 

to end up with hardly any clicks and when people 

do click through you want the targeting to have 

been so good you know they will be interested in 

what your website page has to offer or say.



Therefore make sure you are sending your 

Facebook through to a website filled with quality 

content because there is no point in running a 

perfect Ad campaign for your website to let it 

down at the final hurdle!



Using An Ad To Sell 

Products Or

Services



There are different variations of this type of Ad that 

you can and as is the case with most forms of 

advertising it is vital that you track the results to 

make sure they are working for you or to make any 

changes that may be necessary,

This is one of the most popular Ad's to run on 

Facebook, and its the one most marketers would 

love to get right. Its used to sell directly to 

potential customers, it doesn't need to be a paid 

product you are selling it could be a free give away 

that you are using to help you build your list.



SELLING YOUR PRODUCTS TO YOUR PAGE FANS

This is the type of Ad all marketers would love to 

get right yet it is in actual fact harder to achieve 

than some of the other forms of Facebook 

Advertising.

This isn't an Ad you would run continuously or you 

will risk leaving your fans feeling like they are 

always being sold to, so make sure you use it



strategically perhaps when you have a product or 

service that you would like to promote.

You are selling to people who already are fans of 

your business and page, so you have that pre-

existing relationship there to help you with your 

campaign. They know you, they like what you have 

to say, they may have already bought from you 

previously.



However despite the pre existing relationship its 

still vital to get the targeting correct so don't feel 

like you can over look it just because you have 

perhaps already targeted them in order to get a 

like, you still need to be thorough when it comes 

to targeting this ad as well.



SELLING PRODUCTS TO YOUR EMAIL LIST

Once again the audience here is you email list, so 

this type of Ad will only work if you have a significant 

email list to sell to.

Its ideal for product launches as they are already on 

your list and have probably already been sent an 

email in relation to your products or services so by 

targeting them on Facebook you are just giving them 

another nudge in the right direction.



Obviously this is a highly targeted marketing 

strategy aimed at Facebook users you already 

have a connection with so this type of Ad should 

bring you excellent conversion rates.



AD SELLING TO NON FANS

With this type of selling Ad, you are targeting 

people who aren't yet fans of your page but who 

have an interest in your industry, products or 

services.

These ad usually get the best results if they are 

placed on the right hand side of your page, 

obviously this is a harder sell as there is no pre 

existing relationship between you and the user.



Therefore you need to get your targeting options 

right and of course you have to keep a close eye 

on the conversions so that you can make any 

adjustments if the results aren't what you were 

hoping for.

As with all types of advertising I would recommend 

that you split test your Ad in order to maximize 

your results.



Promoting Your 

Content 

With Facebook Ads



Another great way to use a Facebook Ad is to 

promote great content that you want to get our 

there.

It works very similar to a click through Ad in that 

you are driving traffic to a website away from 

Facebook, however this time instead of trying to sell 

something as the main goal, the main objective with 

this type of Ad it to reach more people with your 

website content.



This is a great way of promoting your website blog 

or promoting an e-book or resource you may have.

You have to make sure the content you are 

promoting is of a high quality, remember you are 

wanting to build your reputation as an authority in 

your field and you can't do that with poor content.



Running A 

Facebook Offer



Facebook Offers is a great Ad campaign to 

choose if you have a special offer to promote or 

a great sale you are having.

Facebook offers is essentially like running your 

own Groupon deal through your Facebook page!



It provides business a great opportunity to turn 

likes into sales, you are essentially posting your 

offer or discount to Facebook users in the form of 

a coupon that they claim and then can use within 

the timescale you set when you placed your Ad.

You can set these Ads up from Facebook 

Manager or Facebook power editor, however you 

have to have created the offer in your time-line 

first.



You choose how many of the discount coupons or 

special offers prices are available and when they 

need to be used by, giving you complete control 

over the offer.

Users will claim the offer and the details on how to 

claim their offer will be sent to their Facebook 

email address, they will also be given a reminder 

to use their offer just before it is due to expire.



However you will not be given the users email 

address, you will be told how many people have 

claimed your offer, but the users email address 

will remain private.

This is a wonderful tool for getting people to turn 

from fans to customers as people generally love 

an offer and its been proven that Facebook offers 

are generally well received.



Advertising An Event 

Through Facebook



Facebook is a wonderful way of promoting your 

event, as long as you go about it in the right way.

The great thing about this type of event 

advertising is that it can be done for just about 

any type of event it could be an event in a physical 

event such as an event at a hotel or pub, it could 

be a concert you have to promote but it could also 

be an online event such as a webinar or online 

sale night etc.



If it is a physical event you will need to make sure 

you set the targeting for your local area as people 

will be required to physically go there, keep your 

headline short and to the point as that will get the 

best results.

You will have to create a page for the event on your 

time-line and then you will be able to promote it but 

the event has to be created first.



Think about the timing of your event you want to 

give people plenty of notice and have a significant 

period of promotion for the event before the 

actual event date.

You will also want to invite people to your event 

using your Facebook friends list, only don't do this 

to often you don't want it to feel like you are 

spamming your friends!



Then once your event has been created, you 

have invited your friends, created and targeted 

you Ad all you need to do is track the results 

and change it up a bit if you want higher 

conversions.



CONCLUSION



So now you know the importance of advertising on 

Facebook, you know how to target, create your 

copy and set your ad.

You know split testing is vital to your success and 

that there may even be a bit of trial and error along 

the way to success.

This guide will have given you a basic 

understanding of Facebook insights, power editor 

and ad manager so all that’s left to do now it go 

and start your ad campaign!


